
CREATING INCREMENTAL REACH 
WITH CTV FOR A NATIONAL 
ELECTRONICS RETAILER
VideoAmp develops data-driven solutions for 
clients. Learn how their partnership with the 
Yahoo DSP drove growth and lowered costs.

Outcome

VideoAmp’s comprehensive measurement reports 
showcased how the Yahoo DSP helped the retailer 
increase connections with tech fans and adults 
in their core demographic. Additionally, the 
retailer achieved a lower marginal cost per reach 
by leveraging the Yahoo DSP digital inventory. 
We helped the electronics retailer achieve:

15.7%
Growth in unique reach among 18-49- 
year-olds and by 12.7% for tech lovers.

77%
On-target reach for 18-49 
vs. 50% for linear.

$4.7M In cost savings.

Solution

The electronics retailer partnered with the Yahoo DSP 
and VideoAmp to execute thoughtful CTV targeting and 
optimization strategies that enabled it to successfully 
engage with two distinct audiences.

The Yahoo DSP and its extensive streaming inventory 
partnerships activated media using first-, second-, 
and third-party data on behalf of the retailer. Coupled 
with VideoAmp’s comprehensive cross-channel 
measurement reporting, the electronics retailer achieved 
greater on-target CTV reach and frequency and drove 
incremental reach across digital channels.

Challenge

A leading national electronics retailer wanted to launch 
a CTV ad campaign to drive awareness and incremental 
reach beyond linear TV. While they knew digital drives 
sales among online electronics shoppers, they weren’t 
making strong, lasting connections with superfans who 
lived, breathed and talked tech. Nor were they using any 
type of campaign measurement to help them optimize 
performance. The retailer needed to:

Target an advanced audience of high-touch 
tech fans, people who take pride in providing 
tech advice to others

Influence adults ages 18-49

Ready for CTV growth?

Learn how the Yahoo DSP can help you reach your 
business goals.

Let’s connect

VideoAmp’s mission is to provide measurement tools 
that unify audiences across disparate systems of 
traditional TV, streaming video and digital media. 
Our partnership with the Yahoo DSP enables a unified 
approach between measurement and media partners 
to create efficiencies for the entire industry.
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